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At the ame time, it i al o pos ible that an utopian 
de ire to harness con ciou ne to the luminous emissions of 
image machines renders these modernist echoes obsolete. 
During the emergence of modernity, railroads, telegraph 
and tandard time cut a wath of grid acros a heteroge­
neou landscape to reconigure spatial and temporal bound­
aries. Now the feveri h construction of information 
highways and the global swirl of data threaten to dissolve 
these boundarie altogether. With the invention of X-rays, 
photography and cinema, an image of the body wa frozen 
in time and ca t into motion. With the advent of nano­
technology and virtual reality, both body and image are 
caught within a cybernetic feedback loop. At the beginning 
of the twentieth century, an exponential expansion of 
knowledge in fields uch as biology and phy ics mapped a 
comprehen ion of the self within a scientific phere and cast 
it adrift in relativity. At its end, we meet with a conception 
of the self that i ubject to DNA code manipulation , artii-
ial intelligence and image phantasms. 
Given the change that new technologies have wrought, 
perhaps Baudelaire's poeti vi ion of modenity is not o 
appropriate after all. Perhap in tead of a world in Aux we 
have been plunged into a world of fu ion and mutation, 
confusion and contamination. Mar hall McLuhan, a media 
guru writing a hundred years after Baudelaire, envisions this 
brave new world as the "extension of our central nevou 
system itself into a global embrace."4 Jean Baudrillard, a post­
moderni t theorist who expands upon McLuhan' prophesy 
of a global nevous y tern, proposes that we have left 
behind a world in Aux to enter the realm of the imulacrum. 
According to Baudrillard' opaque description of the imu­
lacrum we now inhabit, "simulation i no longer that of a 
territory, a referential being or a ub tan e. It is the genera­
tion by model of the real without origin or reality: a hyper­
real."5 The image now precedes reality; henceforth, argues 
Baudrillard, "it i the map that engenders the territory."6 
Baudrillard's encap ulation of the simulacrum a a hyper­
real offers a eductive, albeit slightly incomprehensible, 
theorization for the increasing convergence of lived and 
simulated experience. Yet paradoxically, his vision of a tech­
nologically engineered reality is al o uncannily familiar. In 
his passive acquiescence to a technological omnipotence, a 
dystopic echo of an early modern embrace of machine over 
humanity can be heard. From his postmodern pronounce­
ment of a ymbolic economy of images completely evered 
from lived reality, there emerge a modernist lament for a 
representational purity of original over copies. 
In contra t to the moderni t undertone and technolog­
ical overdetermination that saturate Baudrillard's theoriza­
tion of the hyperreal, Gilles Deleuze's philo ophical reading 
of the simulacrum offers a way out of an apparent impasse 
in which both familiar territories and unfamiliar terrain lead 
back to the same ma tery of machines over con ciousne . 
Tracing the idea of the simulacrum back to it philosophical 
origins in Plato's hostility to the imitation or mime is of 
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appearances, Deleuze identifies an ancient site of contesta­
tion between copie and original . What i at take in the 
imulacrum, argue Deleuze, i an ar haic struggle between 
representational purity and promi cuity that challenges a 
Platonic order of representation in Westen culture privi­
leging sameness over difference.7 
In Deleuze' reading of Plato' ho tility to mimesis, he 
note that Plato distingui he between good copies 
(geometry) and bad copie (images). Good copies are ba ed 
upon the degree to which the representation of appearances 
resemble ideal form or Ideas. Bad copies, on the other 
hand, are imitation of appearance that seem to perfectly 
mimic reality. Upon clo e in pection, however, they do not 
even remotely resemble the original they profess to repre­
sent. For Plato, it i the e bad copie that are the simulacra. 
They give rise to a false repre entation that challenge the 
primacy of ameness linking appearance to good copies to 
ideal forms. Accordingly, it is the simulacra that Plato 
represses in the search for knowledge that enlightens rather 
than deceive , puriies rather than contaminates. 
In turn, argue Deleuze, Plato's deci ion to exorcise the 
simulacra from the order of representation constructs a 
legacy in Western culture of repressing difference in favour 
of sameness. Bani hed from the Platonic tradition of 
thought is the power of mime i to conjure indeterminacy 
and the power of the copy to affect the original. What is 
lo t in the process, writes Deleuze, "is the state of free, 
oceanic differences, of nomadic distribution , and crowned 
anarchy."8 Thu to as ert the primacy of the simulacrum is 
not to give into a reality lo t in a shufAe of degraded 
copie , but in Deleuze's word to "render the order of 
participation, the ixidity of distribution, the determination 
of hierarchy impossible."9 
In recent multimedia works by Dara Birnbaum and Stan 
Dougla , it is this ordered hierarchy of representation that 
i called into que tion. Instead of urrendering to a spectre 
of a seam le hyperreal in whi h the map precede the terri­
tory, these arti ts examine what is ues emerge when an 
image map of simulation meets a territory of bodies and 
historie . Mining the media archive to isolate historical 
moment in which ideological confrontation i played out 
through a proliferation of images, they excavate a site of 
conte tation between good copies and bad copies. In the 
u e of multiple video projection , their installation mimic 
the ubiquitou ness of a contemporary field of vi ion to 
reAect upon the ways in which a global nervous sy ten 
conjure and represses the gho t of difference. Recontex­
tualizing a Aow of information through visual trategies of 
juxtapo ition and montage, they position the viewer as an 
active participant in deciphering the entanglement of simu­
lated and lived experience. In the process, they locate in the 
simulacrum the potential to pry loose the ixed categorie of 
gender and race from their representational moorings. 
In Dara Birnbaum's Hostage, a six-channel video installa­
tion with an interactive la er beam, an interrogation of a 







